T. Jason Anderson  
Adjunct Professor of Architecture, California College of the Arts  
The Dotted Line: Connecting Attractors of the US Cultural Landscape through Two-Wheel Dérives

Karl Baumann  
Artist, MFA UC Santa Cruz  
Livingverse: Experiential Representations of Life in a Global Network Society

Sanjay Patel  
Animator, Pixar Animation Studios  
Ghee Happy

Stephanie Grandjacques  
Architect, Bohlin Cywinski Jackson  
The Scent of Things

Tobin Fisher  
Founder, Sutro Media  
A Digital Connection

Lisa Prescott and Mike Jakab  
Founders, agency: collective  
Walking through ideals and getting lost

PLEASE RSVP JUNE 21, 2010 BY EMAIL TO: TALK20SF@BCJ.COM. SPACE IS LIMITED!